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Dear Simple Good Family, 

Reflecting on the past year, I'm thrilled to share an overview of The Simple Good's (TSG)
transformative journey in 2023. Together, we've overcome challenges and marked a significant
milestone in our history.

One of the highlights of this year has been expanding our team, welcoming Jill Cannon as TSG's
first Chief Operating Officer. This growth positions us for increased impact, supported by a
dedicated team committed to our mission.

Our achievements, from enhancing our curriculum to forming new partnerships, showcase the
collective commitment of our team, volunteers, artists, and supporters. This annual report provides
a comprehensive overview of our successes, lives touched, and partnerships built.

Our community, now stronger than ever, understands how the power of art, Social Emotional
Leaning (SEL) and simple acts of good combined can create profound change. As we enter this new
chapter, let's build on our foundation, striving to amplify TSG's impact and reach new heights in
our mission.

I extend my deepest gratitude for your unwavering support. Together, we are not just an
organization; we are a community evolving and growing, fueled by our shared commitment to
spreading goodness through SEL & the arts.

Thank you for being an integral part of The Simple Good family. Your dedication is the driving force
behind our success, and I'm excited about the incredible possibilities to expand 'the simple good'
into the world with you.

To Your Simple Good,

Priya Shah
Founder & CEO

Letter From our Founder & CEO



Dear Supporters and Friends of The Simple Good, 

Since joining this organization in April 2023, my heart has been warmed by your deep commitment
to advancing The Simple Good. I joined at an exciting time; from the start, it was clear that 2023
would be a year of profound transformation, growth, and collaboration. I am proud of what was
accomplished and enthusiastic about what is to come.

My tenure's key focus has been operationalizing a strategic plan that would guide our organization
toward greater impact and sustainability. As you will see in this annual report, with your support,
we have successfully streamlined workflows, implemented robust systems, evolved programming,
and adopted new practices to maximize our resources and offerings for optimal impact. The
achievement of so many of our ambitious goals reflects our commitment to adaptability and
innovation in the ever-evolving landscape of Social Emotional Learning.

As we reflect on the past year's accomplishments, I am filled with gratitude for the collective
dedication of our team, the unwavering support of volunteers and donors, and the inspiring
resilience of the communities we serve. Together, we are shaping a future where the transformative
power of the arts is harnessed to cultivate social and emotional well-being in individuals of all ages.

Thank you for being a vital part of our journey.

Sincerely,

Jill Cannon
Chief Operating Officer

Letter From our COO



Dear Supporters of The Simple Good, 

I am thrilled to step into the role of Chairman for The Simple Good. My gratitude extends to our former
Chairman, Stephanie Pirishis, who first introduced me to this wonderful organization in  2021. Stephanie's
enthusiastic posts on social media, like the one that prompted me to attend the COBD (City of Big Dream) event,
and her invitation to my wife for the (HFG) Hunt for Good, are testament to the power of persistent outreach and
relationship-building.

Reflecting on my two years as a Governing Board Member, I am continually impressed by my colleagues'
dedication and diverse talents:

Priya’s  inspiring leadership and ability to unite people from varied backgrounds is the cornerstone of our
success. The more I learn about her,  the more confident I am in our organization's bright future.
Stephanie’s  relentless drive and generosity is truly admirable. 
Dave’s  ever-present smile and eagerness to volunteer, combined with expertise in marketing and business
development, bring a sense of peace and stability.
Shilpa’s boundless energy, and mastery over legal contracts are invaluable. Her readiness to take action is
always reassuring.
Bhavana, as a colleague and Head of the Finance Committee, has a serene demeanor and thoughtful
communication style that significantly enhance our corporate governance.
 Lynn’s extensive experience with nonprofits and operational management are indispensable. 
 Udayan, despite his busy schedule, his contributions to our marketing efforts are noteworthy. He has even
inspired me to complete my first IronMan.
Swathi, though we haven't met in person, I feel strongly connected and am excited about the strengths she
will bring to our community.

During a recent icebreaker event, I was asked, "What are you most optimistic about?" My immediate response
was, "Chicago!" Despite its challenges, I love this city, and the new edition of The Simple Good Art Activity Book
- Chicago Edition perfectly captures our city’s spirit. I eagerly anticipate sharing these artworks with my family,
coloring them together, and celebrating the young talents nurtured by The Simple Good through Social
Emotional Learning.

This year has been challenging but also foundational for our future. The Simple Good has a solid team, and with
the five-year strategic plan set, it's time to focus on execution. 

Sincerely,

André Bastos
TSG Board Chair
andre@thesimplegood.org

Letter from our Board Chairman
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Priya Shah 
Founder & CEO
Priya@thesimplegood.org

Jill Cannon 
Chief Operating Officer
Jill@thesimplegood.org

Ollie Tousius 
Manager of Teaching & Learning
Ollie@thesimplegood.org

Zoe Coulter 
Marketing & Development Coordinator
Zoe@thesimplegood.org

Jessica Garner
Operations Coordinator
Jessica@thesimplegood.org
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MEET OUR TEAM

Teaching Artists
Gigi Hernandez Kate Ziebart

Kendall Roberts

Myriam Lozano

Tifphany McClinton

Tony Mosley

Kayla Uqdah

From founder-led to a
dedicated staff! We are proud
to have a committed team to

meet the growing demand for
our Art-based SEL

Programming!



“When you see the staff, they want to be here. You
can walk into programs and they are there for the
work. They’re excited ! That’s what I mean about

the different level of passion, the care, actual care to
see our students do good.”

-Khaliah Marsh
Mental Health Manager of Gender-based Programs 

at BUILD CHICAGO
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Three of our amazing teaching artists Kate Ziebart (upper left),  Myriam Lozano (lower left), and Kendall Roberts (bottom right).
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ART-BASED SEL
NONPROFIT PIONEER

Since 2013, we have been the pioneers of Art-
based Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
domestically and internationally. 

Our programs aim to enhance the mental well-
being of our youth by guiding them to discover
positivity within themselves and connect that to
the larger world.

For over a decade, we can proudly say that we
have innovated and delivered a transformative
arts curriculum that has proven to strengthen
decision-making skills, emotional regulation,
and support the development of healthy
identities through the understanding of the
meaning of the ‘simple good’ in our lives.

GOOD IN NUMBERS

7756
STUDENTS SERVED

SINCE OUR INCEPTION
NEIGHBORHOODS

IMPACTED GLOBALLY

31+756
STUDENTS SERVED

IN 2023



At The Simple Good, we are dedicated to creating environments that encourage
positive self-esteem, self-worth, and empathy towards others.

Through our intentional programming, events, and public art initiatives, we work to
foster individual purpose and accountability to one another, and through this we
decrease the global risks of violence and create peaceful environments for everyone.

MISSION

VISION

A SIMPLE GOOD IS...

It starts by finding your
simple good

To connect the meaning of good from around the world to
empower youth to become positive activists through art and
discussion.

We see a world where people everywhere use art to create cross-
cultural understanding, break societal barriers, and foster
empathy in order to cultivate peaceful, just, and more connected
communities around the world.

(noun)

i. The commonality and core characteristics of positivity that are within all humans. 
ii. An occurrence, object or person easily encountered that brings joy and promotes
gratitude. 

“My ‘simple good’ is  nature because it brings me peace.”
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WE BELIEVE

Strengthening communities is how we uphold a more connected
global society.

Embracing the diversity of our communities and the arts is essential for
enriching perspectives locally and globally.

Empowering young people, artists, and audiences to amplify positivity
aids in building peaceful, connected, and socially conscious communities.

Art is a powerful tool that inspires and connects communities across the
world.

Art fuels creativity, aiding us in overcoming challenges we may face as
individuals and, in turn, as a society.

Upholding ourselves and others to ethical standards is guided by our
values.

Practicing integrity is vital to honoring the truth of the communities we
serve.

VALUE LED
NONPROFIT
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THE BIG PICTURE

4/5
youth in need of mental health support

do not receive it

408 : 1
 ratio of students to school counselors

nationally

of those who didn't graduate from high
school cited mental health as the 

main factor

13%

While we recognize that mental health and
social emotional learning are not the same,
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) has been
shown to promote positive mental health
outcomes by improving attitudes about self
and others, decreasing emotional distress
and risky behaviors (CASEL, 2023).

Our Art-based SEL curriculum addresses the
full picture. We are here to work together
with our schools, educators, mental health
professionals, and community organizations
to support the mental wellbeing of our youth. 

At The Simple Good, we take a holistic
approach for healing that is sensitive to the
needs of the individual, our communities,
and the globe.

We are committed to helping our youth
become the happy, healthy, and mindful
global leaders that they were meant to be.

A HOLISTIC
SOLUTION
Entering 2023, we understood that the need to
continue supporting the mental wellbeing of
our youth was greater than ever. According to
Mental Health America, four out of five youth
in need of mental health support do not
receive it (2022).

Students and teachers turn to school
counselors as the most accessible entity to
address social and emotional needs. Although
the American School Counselor Association
(ASCA) recommends a student-to-school
counselor ratio of 250 students per 1 school
counselor (250:1), the national average is
currently 408-to-1 (2023). This means that
many students will lack access to school
counselors to better help them navigate
hardship, decision making, and goal planning.

Grade level and socio-economic factors can
impact the optimal counselor to student ratio.
The ASCA acknowledges that studies indicate
that smaller ratios are tied to an increase in
standardized test performance, attendance,
graduation rates, and a decrease in
disciplinary problems.

Mental health conditions are prevalent.
Student mental health conditions impact
academic performance.
Teachers, counselors, and psychologists need
our support.

The data paints a clear picture about the
state of youth mental health today:



We believe that the small, everyday
understandings of ‘good’ that exists within
and around us connects us as human beings. 

Using art, mindfulness practices, and social
emotional learning, we help children identify
and magnify the good in their world. 

By doing this, program participants adopt:
Asset-based thinking
Self-regulation tools
Coping mechanisms
Cultural competencies 
Relationship skills

Their program journey increases self-
acceptance, empathy, and feelings of
connectedness. 

By helping individuals understand and
activate their simple good, we work to create
more peaceful, just, and connected societies.

Self-Management
Managing emotions

and behaviors to
achieve one’s goals

Self-Awareness
Recognizing one’s

emotions and values as
well as one’s strengths

and challenges

Responsible Decision-
Making

Making ethical, constructive  choices
about personal and social behavior

Relationship Skills
Forming positive

relationships, working
in teams, dealing
effectively with 

conflict

Social Awareness 
Showing

understanding and
empathy for others

The 5 pillars that form our curriculum include:
Art expression
Social emotional learning (SEL)
Mindfulness
Global competency
Celebration of positivity

Every program offers experiential learning
components, including our TSG Final Art
Showcase at the end of each program. 

TSG Student Art Showcases are hosted by our
corporate and community partners who seek to
uplift youth voices and increase youth exposure
to careers and pathways that support creativity
and innovation. Past showcase partners include
the Chicago Bulls, Povos Gallery, United
Airlines, and Google. 

PROGRAM PILLARS

Arts Expression

Celebration Of the
Simple Good

SEL & Mindfulness

Cultural
Competency
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Teaching
Inherent good

We teach the 5 Core Social Emotional
Learning (SEL) Competencies (above).

TSG program pillars
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BRIANNA J.

A SIMPLE GOOD STORY

Click here to hear Brianna’s story!

Brianna is a Senior at Columbia College, where
she studies photography. She is also the proud
founder of Brianna Meshone Photography!

In the years of 2017 and 2018, Brianna
participated in TSG’s Youth Photography
Program. Over two years of summer
programming with TSG, Brianna built the
skills that would help solidify her foundational
knowledge of photography. She credits the
program for setting the framework for how
she would tell visual stories to make societal
impact using her photography. 

“The Simple Good has had a tremendous impact on the way
that I view the world...This [The Simple Good program] is

something that we really need in Chicago, not just for young
kids, but for everybody.”

-Brianna J., TSG Ambassador  

https://youtu.be/KFTBA_9Ubno?feature=shared


SERVING OUR FUTURE LEADERS

Low
72.3%

Moderate
16.6%

High
11%

K-8
70%

9-12
27.5%

Adult
2.5%

Black
48.7%

Latinx
27.7%

Undisclosed
19.6%

Asian/Pacific Islander
2%

White
1%

INCOME

African
1%

TSG stands out for its commitment to serving a wide spectrum of individuals spanning diverse socio-
economic, age, and ethnic backgrounds. Our inclusive approach extends to offering in-school and

after-school programs for grades K-12, along with Adult SEL-based Art workshops. This year, we are
thrilled to have served 756 youth across Chicago. Learn more about the communities we serve below:

GRADE LEVEL RACE/ETHNICITY
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We partner with schools, community organizations, and artists.  Thank you to our 2023 partners! 

OUR PROGRAM PARTNERS

Elementary and Middle Schools
Burr Elementary

Carter School of Excellence
Catalyst Circle Rock 

Clinton DeWitt Elementary 
Esmeralda Santiago Elementary
Eugene Field Elementary School

Madero Middle School
Nathan Davis Elementary

Philip Randolph Elementary
Rosewell B Mason Elementary

William H Brown STEM Magnet School
Village Leadership Academy

High Schools
Christian Fenger High School 

Von Steuben High School
After School Matters: Kenwood Academy

High School

Community-based Organizations 
After School Matters: Northside Learning

Academy 
BUILD Chicago

People’s School of Music

Please note that some students recorded in the undisclosed section in the race/ethnicity graph shared that they
identified as Middle Eastern, Ecuadorian, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South Asian, or as mixed race.



THANK YOU TO 
OUR ARTISTS!

We wouldn’t be able to do our work without our
amazing community of artists  who volunteer
their time, artistry, and guidance. Thank you for
your dedication to our youth!

Ivan Vazquez
John Myefski
Josh Kercher
Lester Rey
Lucy Slivinski
Nate Buescher
Nathaniel Green
Neak Undefined
Nikko Tan 
NK Gutiérrez
Oscor Joyo
Paul Branton
Penny Pinch
Ponnopozz
Ray Abercrombie
Reco The Great 
Samuel Mösching 
Sandro Miller
Simone Mixhele
Sonali Arnaz Mehta-Rao
The Bucket Boys
The Vestiges Dance Crew
Tuan Jones
Veronica Joseph
Zeshan B. 

Abraham Seven 
Add-2
Alyssa Low
Ariana Noel Isaac
Ariel Sinha
Barrett Keithley
Boi Jeanius 
Brad Novak
Brionna Sorrét
Cam Be
Caroline Job
Chris Orta
Cinque Smith
Conrad Javier
David Kogan
Danny J. Martinez
DayAndrea Thompson
Derrick Christian
Dutchess The DJ
Dwight White
ELLOO
Emma Mckee
HayWyre
Insomnia Bird 
Isabella Xie
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Where do we work?

North Side West SideSouth Side

Together with our partners, we ensure
our programs are responsive to each
community’s unique and evolving
needs. We partner with schools,
community-based organizations, and
artists to serve 18 communities across
Chicago (see chart below).

This year, we welcomed 8 new partners
into The Simple Good (TSG) family! This
growth demonstrates the adaptability
and cultural competency TSG is able to
uphold no matter what community we
are invited to serve.

COMMUNITIES SERVED IN 2023:

Belmont Cragin

Back of the Yards

Hyde Park

West Ridge

Wicker Park 

Rogers Park

Humboldt Park

Austin 

Lawndale

Little Village

Pilsen

West Englewood

Washington Park

South Loop 

Albany Park

Roseland

Brighton Park

Kenwood



THANK YOU TO OUR
COMMUNITY PARTNERS

After School Matters
All Star Press
Bronzeville Winery 
Brown Man Therapy 
BUILD Chicago
Chicago Public Schools 
Collaboraction
Dimo's Pizza 
Fwd The Culture 
Funkytown Brewery
Guitars Over Guns 
HAZ Gallery 
Kory Powell Photography
Maria Pinto 
Michael Montiel Photo
Mxxd Media
Povos Gallery 
Raygun
Refine Cltv 
The Silver Room
True Chicago
Yoga Six 
Youth Guidance  
Northwestern University
University of Chicago
University of Illinois Chicago



29%
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Our curriculum places an emphasis on building
skills for pro-social behaviors that amplifiy SEL's
impact and its ability to steer individuals away
from anti-social behaviors. 

As you will see from this case study, we facilitate
programming that fosters responsive
relationships, creates emotionally safe
environments, and instills key "protective factors"
that fortify participants against the pitfalls of self-
isolation. 

Below is a summary of data collected from our
long-standing SEL-based Digital Photography
Program in Kenwood, Chicago, in partnership
with After School Matters, which supports the
documented outcomes (see page 18).

Overall, we observed a 29% increase in students'
social-awareness and interpersonal skills, a vital
aspect of positive relationship-building. 

Increase in student social 
awareness and interpersonal skills!

CASE STUDY IN Kenwood
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) is an indispensable component in enhancing student
mental health and wellness. It positions asset-based thinking to act as a dynamic force

in shaping positive attitudes towards oneself and others. 

See page 18 for a data summary of our findings.  

Case Study Location: 
Kenwood
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CASE STUDY IN Kenwood
FINDINGS

Overcoming Negative Risk-Taking Behaviors

increase in the percentage of students who say they are more prepared to
respond positively to difficult situations and people than they were a year ago. 

increase in the percentage of students who respond that they always have a
choice about how to respond to a situation.21%

15%

Cultivating Positive Connections 

increase in the percentage of students who say they look for positive qualities
in people that they find difficult to work with. 

increase in the percentage of students who say they are prepared to work
with others to improve their classrooms, school, and/or community.

15%

11%

Demonstrating Decision-Making Skills

increase in the percentage of students who respond that they adjust their
thinking based on new information and a deeper understanding of the realities
of others. 

13%
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GROWING WITH DEMAND

Our growing team made considerable developments to our programming this year! As demand for
our Art-based SEL Programs increased across ages, industries, and circumstances, we rose to the

challenge by expanding our programming offerings to fit the needs of our community. 

We are excited to enter 2024 with new programming partnerships to support Seniors (65+) and
incarcerated youth in Illinois!

NEW TSG PROGRAM OFFERINGS
This year, we expanded our SEL-based Photography, Mixed Media Arts, Mural,

Painting and Drawing program offerings to support audience that have expressed a
need for Art-based SEL support. We are thrilled to roll out the following new

program offerings in 2024: 

Senior (65+) & Student Bridges Program
Parent Engagement Workshops

TSG Teacher Workshops
K-2 Early Childhood Programming

TSG Social Studies Integration
Incarcerated Youth Curriculum



“As students are still recovering from the pandemic, social emotional
learning is needed more than ever. Through The Simple Good Art program at
Eugene Field, students are able to slow down, check in with one another, and
express themselves through art. 

I love the message of the simple good with students. I have found that my
students often have a difficult time naming some simple goods in their life at
the beginning of the program, and then as the weeks go on, not only can they
think of more examples with ease, they are more eager to share with their
classmates. It makes you realize that positivity is a practice and our
students need the practice. In this space, students are able to grow in their
confidence, resilience, and self-expression.”

- Annie McHugh, Community Resource Coordinator - Loyola University Chicago



It was exciting to be back at The Other Art Fair with
our own art installation! We invited guests to recall
their ‘simple good’ takeaways (small moments or art
experiences) that brought them hope from the art fair
and share them on our mural installation as a
community building initiative! 

CELEBRATING COLLECTIVE GOOD
The Simple Good Partners with The Other Art Fair

The Other Art Fair guests add their ‘simple good’ to our
community mural. 

EVENTS THAT BUILD A LEGACY
We believe that strengthening communities is how we uphold a more connected global society.

This deeply engrained belief has inspired us to make our resources accessible to communities
who may not have access to our classroom programming. 

Thank you to our community partners and brands who helped us cultivate community events
that provided wellness resources and fueled feelings of hope and connectivity.

In honor of Women’s History Month, we partnered
with Athleta to bring a special wellness panel and
shop-and-sip experience to the Lincoln Park
community. The Simple Good founder, Priya Shah, led
a discussion about creating wellness routines that
bring out the ‘simple good’ of all women with some of
Chicago’s most celebrated female entrepreneurs. 

SUPPORTING WOMEN’S WELLNESS
The Simple Good Partners with Athleta

Priya Shah leads our women’s wellness panel.
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Willis Tower June 24, 2023 Event Recap HFG 2024

IMPACT

400

9

Students Provided
Summer

Programming 

Neighborhoods
Represented

$40k
Fundraised
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Team Roshni Rangers discovering a
mural!

2023 HFG Champions at HFG Summer
Art Fest! Congrats to Turtle Squad!!

Guests enjoy food and beverage
tastings at HFG Summer Art Fest.

8th ANnual HUNT FOR GOOD

For 8 years, Hunt For Good (HFG) has
fostered connection through our
scavenger hunt fundraiser, uniting
participants to support Art-based SEL
programs for youth in Chicago.

Our fundraiser is a community
building initiative that invites
attendees to experience the 'simple
good' that exists in Chicago. Teams
compete to win the title “Hunt For
Good Champions” by locating art,
completing random acts of kindness,
and finishing challenges. 

We are grateful to have partnered
with Willis Tower to host our 8th
Annual Hunt For Good! 

This was our biggest Hunt For Good
yet with over 150 total guests
exploring 9 Chicago neighborhoods.

In partnership with Funkytown
Brewery, we organized our first ever

Hunt For Good Summer Art Fest atop
the Willis Tower's 4th Floor Rooftop
Terrace. This fest marked an
evolution of our traditional summer
event, incorporating more local
businesses for the first time and
prioritizing support for BIPOC-
owned businesses.

Our fest merged art, entertainment,
and 13 local food and drink vendors.
Attendees connected over live
painting, tastings, and a desire to
support the mental health of our
youth. 

Thanks to the commitment of our
sponsors, scavenger hunt
participants, and gracious donors, we
surpassed our fundraising goal by
$5,000! Together, we raised $40,000
to support 400 students’ Art-based
SEL programming costs for their 6-
Week Summer programs!

CHICAGO'S URBAN ART SCAVENGER HUNT FUNDRAISER

Allstate
Love Titos

Thank you to our
leading sponsors:  

Event Honorees:
BUILD Chicago

With the support of:
Redbull

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgH9sE8nrwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgH9sE8nrwI
https://thesimplegood.org/hfg/
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A HUNT FOR GOOD STORY

CALVIN G.
“..this was my first time participating in the Hunt for Good, and throughout the process of
forming a team, participating, and reflecting on it, I realized something profound.

If we, as a country, as a people, as a world, could embrace and spread simple acts of
kindness every day, it would have an incredible impact. I believe it holds the key to
addressing numerous challenges we face. By fostering connections and understanding, we
can bridge the gaps that divide us and work together to solve some of the biggest problems
we encounter.

Calvin and his Hunt For Good Team The Sunshine Club Chi! 

During the hunt, something remarkable
happened. Politics, border control and
climate control weren't the topics of
discussion. Instead, we were solely
focused on having fun and spreading
simple acts of kindness. Looking back on
it, I gained so much more from the
experience than I initially gave. It made
me realize that in this harsh world, I
sometimes convince myself that I have to
be tough to be successful at achieving my
goals. However, it's the moments of
human kindness, whether giving or
receiving, that truly stand out. These are
the moments that hold the potential to
drive us towards solving the larger
problems we face—The Simple Good
indeed holds great significance.”

“These are the moments that hold the potential to drive us towards solving the
larger problems we face—The Simple Good indeed holds great significance.”
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A DECADE OF CITY OF BIG DREAMS

Event Honorees for the Evening:
Loyola University Chicago

Love Titos
Coquetel Spirits Co.

Thank you to our leading sponsors:  

Chop Shop Sept. 28 Event Recap

For ten years, City of Big Dreams has been
instrumental in subsidizing program costs for
thousands of students across Chicago. Our primary
goal with our fall fundraiser is to ensure full coverage
of year-long academic program expenses. As our
longest standing fundraiser, City Of Big Dreams plays
a crucial role in maintaining free and accessible
programming for our youth.

City of Big Dreams is a dynamic concert-style event
that unites leading artists from across the City to
showcase the good that exists in Chicago through live
music, dance, painting, and interactive art.

On September 28th, 2023, we gathered with 138
community members, 14 multi-disciplinary artists,
and TSG Ambassadors who have been impacted by
our Art-based SEL programming, to celebrate our 10th
annual City of Big Dreams!

Together, we raised $55,647.75 which covered the full
academic year program costs of 356 students. Thank
YOU for helping us keep Art-based SEL programming
accessible to our communities who depend on us to
support their mental well-being. 

Haywyre and The Vestiges Dance Crew’s inspiring dance
performance.

TSG Ambassadors Brianna Meshone and Aziz Evans share
their testimonials. 

COBD Honorees, Loyola field staff, Annie McHugh and
CPS teacher, Nikia Childress share a few words.  

CHICAGO’S CONCERT-STYLE FUNDRAISER

Join us at City of Big Dreams 2024! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgH9sE8nrwI
https://youtu.be/32fscWEQD54?si=3CAelDevOqoHRopO
https://thesimplegood.org/cobd/
https://thesimplegood.org/cobd/
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Lester Rey gives a lively latin
urbano inspired performance.

Neak Undefined wows the crowd with
an engaging hip-hop performance.

We are proud to have celebrated 10 years of making impact
with our artist community! From speaking to our students in
the classroom to performing at City Of Big Dreams fundraiser,
artists were our first supporters to have invested their time and
talent in our youth.  

Ten of the 14 COBD 2023 artists had performed at a City of Big
Dreams in the past. Returning artists serve as a reminder of our
artists commitment and belief in our mission. 

A DECADE OF IMPACT

4500
STUDENTS SERVED

ARTIST COLLABORATIONS

500+

CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOODS
IMPACTED

31+

As our primary annual fundraiser, the success of City of Bi g
Dreams (COBD) is vital to our ability to serve 18+ communities
annually.

City Of Big Dreams has a tremendous history of helping us
transform the lives of our next generation of leaders. Due in
large part to City Of Big Dreams, we have been able to serve
7756 students, collaborate with 500+ artists, and serve 31 local
and global neighborhoods. 

THE LEGACY OF CITY OF BIG DREAMS

https://thesimplegood.org/cobd/


THANK YOU TO OUR
EVENT SPONSORS
AllState 
Tito's Vodka 
Chicago Bulls
Willis Tower 
Chop Shop Chicago
Athleta 
Lyric Opera House 
Starbucks Reserve 
Heaven Gallery 
Chicago French Press
Coquetel Spirits Co.
Goose Island Brewery 
Apologue Liqueurs
Michael Lavelle Wines
Four Corners Hospitality
Casa Humilde Cerveceria
Revolution Brewery 
Breakthru Bev
Pipeworks
The Mobocratic Republic
SPUR
Koval Distillery
Piccolo Sogno 
Liquid Death  
Bada Bean 
Izzie
Guild Row
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Merch THAT
MAKES IMPACT

2023 TSG Quote Tees pictured 

Our t-shirts were the first means to fundraising for
our programming when TSG was founded 11 years
ago! Today, our merch line is still crucial for
keeping our Art-based SEL programs accessible to
communities regardless of economic inequalities. 

Not only does our merch serve to cover program
costs, it also works to uplift our student’s voices
and community pride. Each unique piece is
inspired by our student’s 'simple good' artwork.

In 2023, our merchandise strategy prioritized
consignment partnerships, online distribution, and
pop-up events.

Despite closing our brick-and-mortar pop-up shop,
we saw success in consignment partnerships and
community pop-up opportunities. 

We kick-started the year with a new consignment
partnership with Raygun in Andersonville,
Chicago!

Our merch was featured at incredible community
initiatives, including Bulls Fest, Silveroom Block
Party, Inspired By You Fest, Refine Collective
Holiday Maker’s Mall, and the Other Art Fair.
Media outlets like The Toy Insider and Chicago
Magazine even recognized our merch!

This year, we generated $11,927 in revenue to
support our youth programs! Today, you can find
TSG merchandise at The Silver Room, Raygun, and
online at shop.thesimplegood.org. 

TSG IN STORES NEAR YOU!

TSG merch at Raygun in Andersonville, Chicago. 

TOTAL SHOP REVENUE
$11,927

TSG QUOTE TEES
Every year, through a public vote, we invite
Chicago to choose their favorite student artist
statement to feature on our Limited Edition TSG
Quote Tees.

Precious D. from Hyde Park, Bienvenue B. from
Rogers Park, and Jazleen C. from Wicker Park
inspired our latest Quote Tees. Their names and
communities are depicted on the shirt they
inspired. 

We hold a public t-shirt unveiling for each student
who inspires a TSG Quote Tee to acknowledge
how their message inspires the world.

https://thetoyinsider.com/the-simple-good-chicago-edition-art-activity-book/
https://www.chicagomag.com/chicago-magazine/september-2023/souvenirs-even-locals-will-love/
https://www.chicagomag.com/chicago-magazine/september-2023/souvenirs-even-locals-will-love/
https://shop.thesimplegood.org/
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MERCH INSPIRED BY OUR YOUTH!

PRECIOUS D.
Meet Precious, our TSG Ambassador from Hyde
Park, Chicago! She has participated in our SEL-
based Photography program for the past 3 years.
We have seen her grow into a confident and
encouraging leader among her peers.  

While reflecting on her experience in our SEL-
based Photography Program, Precious shared
that she learned “...to always be willing to try
something new.” She reflected on her hard work
and self-worth: “I learned the importance of
taking pride in my work and myself.” 

Below Precious shares a few words about the
newest TSG Quote Tee she inspired!

“I feel very grateful to be given the opportunity to share my message on a
shirt that others can enjoy... I’m really proud that I am able to encourage

others and allow them to do the same through my shirt. I hope that people
learn to really enjoy and see all the beautiful aspects of life. I want others to

really find joy in their life and to make the best out of all situations.”

-Precious D., TSG Ambassador

Precious sees the “Beauty in Everything” Quote Tee that
she inspired for the first time at our public student

showcase at Haz Studios!

https://shop.thesimplegood.org/collections/clothing/products/beauty-in-everything-unisex-tee
https://shop.thesimplegood.org/collections/clothing/products/beauty-in-everything-unisex-tee
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MERCHANDISE SPOTLIGHT

For the past three years, we have collaborated with
prominent Chicago artists and brands to design unique
tees to raise funds for our Art-based SEL Programs. This
year, we partnered with the Chicago Bulls and nationally
recognized artist (and TSG Friend) Kayla Mahaffey to
design this year’s tee! 

Kayla's design has a fiery vigor to represent the
determination it takes to play the game of basketball. Her
t-shirt design includes 'simple good' themes like
imagination, determination, growth and resilience. We
are grateful for powerful artist collaborations like these to
amplify fundraising and visibility for TSG Programs!

TSG X CHICAGO BULLS X KAYLA MAHAFFEY TEE

After seeing the need for our 1st SEL-based Art Activity Book (3,000 books requested across
Chicago), we partnered with the Chicago Bulls, Allstar Press, and 23 Chicago artists to author a 2nd
edition of our popular SEL Art Activity Book.

THE SIMPLE GOOD SEL-BASED ART ACTIVITY BOOK- CHICAGO EDITION

Book contributing artists
Alyssa Low, Ali Six, and
Le Panther (Julia).

shop.thesimplegood.org

The Simple Good Art Activity Book synthesizes our
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) and Mindfulness-
based curriculum into a printed art activity
coloring book. Our book provides readers journal
prompts, meditations, SEL-based art activities and
coloring pages for artistic expression. 

Sharing our curriculum in a publicly available book
supports our initiative to keep our Art-based SEL
programming accessible to communities who
depend on us to support their mental well-being
through the arts.

Thank you to Allstar Press, the Chicago Bulls and
all the contributing artists who helped bring this
book to life!

Our newest SEL-based
Art Activity Book!

https://shop.thesimplegood.org/


“Arts education teaches people how to be people. Beyond showing children
that there is a lane for them to be creative, it [art] teaches children how to
emote and how to handle things. And, when you have emotionally secure

and sound children, the things that they are able to do in their lives will just
be bigger because they will be a more well-rounded human being.... Art has

an incredible way of teaching humanity.”

- Emma McKee, Chicago-based Fiber & Textile Artist
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FINANCIALS

We take pride in our diverse revenue portfolio,
which has sustained operations since our
nonprofit's inception. Sustaining a diverse
revenue portfolio has enabled us to remain
resilient to environmental and economic shifts
while ensuring sustainable operations.

Despite the strong demand for SEL-based
programming, the reduction in government
funding for school-based programs in 2023
resulted in a significant decrease in fee-for-
service revenue. However, this shortfall was offset
by a remarkable 158% increase in grant revenue
from both foundation & government entities.
This growth demonstrates the need for our
programming across communities and highlights
our organization’s reputation for delivering
quality Arts-based SEL Programs in Chicago.

In 2023, we stayed flat in revenue since the prior year
due to a 37% reduction in fee-for-service earnings
resulting from decreased government COVID-19
funding support which was offset from an increase in
foundation support. Additionally, individual donations
decreased due to the overall perception of the economy
in 2023, leading to a net loss for the year. 

Despite these challenges, we remain optimistic about
the future and plan to leverage the foundation laid in
2023 by increasing individual donor and corporate
support to achieve even greater success in 2024.

Looking ahead, we project revenue of $580k for the
upcoming year, with the aim of scaling up to over $1M
within three years. This growth will enable us to
operate as a fully staffed organization poised for further
expansion.

REVENUE PORTFOLIO MIX

YEAR OVER YEAR
REVENUE GROWTH

REVENUE 
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We invested in our team, and the payroll
expenses increased by 65% due to the addition
of two new experienced, full-time employees.
As an organization, we underwent a new
strategic planning process with OnCenter
Consulting. Additionally, we initiated our first
Audit led by Legacy Shore Group. Both major
milestones led to a significant increase in
consulting fees by 180%. These substantial
investments were aimed at establishing a
robust organization to enable us to meet
program demand sustainably for years to
come. 

Looking ahead to 2024, we anticipate
continuing our staff investment strategy. We
plan to onboard additional program staff to
support new program partnerships. 

In 2023, we focused on laying down the bedrock for programming and organizational resilience. 

Similarly, to increase revenue growth from individual donors and corporate sponsorships, we plan
to hire a development professional to lead the growth and operationalization of development
processes for TSG.

Program
65%

Admin
30%

Fundraising
5%

Financials
EXPENSE

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

THE FUTURE
We take pride in our nonprofit's growth over the past year, fostering a healthy organizational culture
and laying a strong foundation for future expansion. In 2024, our focus remains on executing our
Strategic Plan, emphasizing strategic profitability, refining operational procedures, evolving our
programs, and enhancing stakeholder engagement.

Additionally, we are excited to begin a new long-term partnership with the Department of Juvenile
Justice in Illinois to serve incarcerated youth in 2024. In the year ahead, we will also further develop
our longstanding partnership with Chicago Public Schools, as well as forge new partnerships with
community-based organizations to enhance accessibility to our Art-Based SEL Programs across
Chicago.
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“It was through finding these every day
moments of joy and goodness in our lives,
the ’simple good’ in our lives, that I felt
that’s what we should be teaching ourselves
and our youth in order for us to overcome
life’s obstacles.”

-Priya Shah
Founder & CEO of The Simple Good

We were honored to receive recognition for our
community impact this year! Our work and major
milestones such as our 10th annual fundraiser, City
Of Big Dreams, were recognized across major media
outlets such as ABC7, WGNTV, Hyde Park Herald,
CAN TV, and radio stations like Vocalo and WGCI! 

GOOD NEWS IN 
THE PRESS

“The Simple Good: Positive Activism Through Art
and Discussion”. Daytime Chicago.WGNTV. 
April 6, 2023. Television

https://abc7chicago.com/city-of-big-dreams-art-showcase-the-simple-good-fundraiser-youth-programs/13782867/
https://wgntv.com/daytime-chicago/the-simple-good-positive-activism-through-art-discussion/
https://vocalo.org/
https://abc7chicago.com/city-of-big-dreams-art-showcase-the-simple-good-fundraiser-youth-programs/13782867/
https://wgntv.com/daytime-chicago/the-simple-good-positive-activism-through-art-discussion/
https://www.hpherald.com/evening_digest/local-cps-students-work-on-social-emotional-learning/article_af74bc14-5660-11ee-b16c-fb85084a8dcc.html
https://youtu.be/3EzrCM3xS6s?feature=shared
https://vocalo.org/bekoe-priya-shah-simple-good-interview-2023/?utm_campaign=later-linkinbio-vocalo&utm_content=later-35428236&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkin.bio


Lindsey Blessum
Lisa Epstein
Lynn Slawsky
Melvin Mulanthara
Mena Hanna
Michelle McMillian
Missy Perkins
Patrick Akujobi
Payal Agarwal
Priyank Shah
Roshni Shah
Sara Lynn Dix
Saskya Russell
Sergio Angel
Shalonda Magness
Shalu Mirza
Shilpa Gokhale
Tammy Slatinsky
Tanuj Ahuja
Tiera Henderson
Timmy Parker
Tracey Young
Udayan Kolandra
Uyi Uwadiae

THANK YOU TO 
OUR VOLUNTEERS!

We are grateful to our friends and supporters
who donate their time and expertise. Together
we go further!

Aba Boadu
Alexander Cannon
Alissa Walkner
Anna del Castillo
Ariel Allen
Asia Babbington
Ashley Jones
Caroline Claxton
Caylin Palmer
Cheikh Haidara
Cherish Banks
Damiane Nickles
Dave Van Saun
Eric Perrin
Felisha McBride
Francisco Oliva
Isabella Young
Jacyara de Oliveira
Jantzen Loza
Jennifer Simpson Leigh
Joanne Steward
Joël J. Degand
Kasey Steward
Laura Sofia Cardoza



Lead Supporters
Thank you to our lead donors for your commitment to the well-being of our youth! Together,

we are building a legacy of more peaceful, just, and connected communities. 

 All gifts below are $500+ received between January 1, 2023 - December 31, 2023.

FOUNDATIONS
MacArthur Field ART
Polk Brothers Foundation
Fifth Third Bank Foundation
Artworks Fund
The Chicago Fund for Safe and
Peaceful Communities
Innovation80 Foundation
Kadens Family Foundation
The Service Club of Chicago 
Japanese Chamber of Commerce
Intel Foundation
WAG Foundation
Aegon Transamerica Foundation

AllState
Cardinal Health
Chicago Bulls
Coquetel Spirits
Microsoft
Redbull
Salesforce
Tito’s Vodka

PUBLIC FUNDERS
Chicago Department of Family and    
Support Services (DFSS) 
Illinois Arts Council Agency 
City of Chicago Department of
Cultural Affairs and Special Events
(DCASE) City Arts Grant
B2B Arts Grant
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CORPORATIONSINDIVIDUAL DONORS
Amy Cholod
Amy Maniscalco
Tammy Slatinsky
Shiven Shah
Karmyn Stewart
Ame Igharo
Andrew Hong
Trisha Bhagat
Tammy & Curt Evrard
Elizabeth Thomas
Julie Magrane
Swathi Staley
Sanjeet Toby
Sara Lynn Dix
Calvin Gin
Rachel Waldron
Marie Apke
Raj and Ruju Manghani 
Palak Sheth & Ankur Verma
Sheryl Curcio
Richard Irvin

Barack & Michelle Obama
Stephanie Pirishis
Bhavana Devulapally
Udayan Kolandra
André Luis Botelho Bastos
Dave Van Saun
Lynn Slawsky
Robert Fealy
Shilpa Gokhale
Carlos Penikis
Lindsey & Drake Blessum
Lucca Radar
Bridget Montgomery
Stephen Hempel & Monali Shah
David Summers
Channa North-Hoffstaed
Bill Imada
Adam Vales
Caryl Lasko
Nick Mehta & Jill Chokshi
Norman Slawsky
Susanne Fairfax
Ryan Dromgoole
Shalu Mirza
Kyle Krause
Jon Shoemaker
Mark Fox



THANK YOU TO 
OUR FUNDRAISERS!

We are extremely grateful to all of
you who have organized your own
fundraisers for The Simple Good! 

From creating online campaigns,
donating portions of your profits,
sourcing clothing for our students,
and designating proceeds from
special benefit events to support
TSG, we want to THANK YOU for
your commitment to supporting
The Simple Good youth.

Calvin Gin
Danielle Campbell
Elizabeth Thomas
Luis Guzman
Sara Lynn Dix
Arrive Logistics
Brown Man Therapy
Moonflower Bar
Povos Gallery
Forward Air



GOVERNING BOARD

MARKETING COMMITTEE
Udayan Kolandra
Upshot Agency

2024 BOARD CHAIR
André Bastos
Open Co. 

FINANCE COMMITTEE
Bhavana Devulapally 
Ventas

2023 BOARD CHAIR
Stephanie Pirishis
Lysi Consulting

GOVERNANCE
Shilpa Gokhale 
Northwestern University
 Pritzker School of Law

MARKETING COMMITTEE
Dave Van Saun
Great Wolf Lodge

SECRETARY
Lynn Slawsky
Rotary International

Swathi Staley
YMCA of Metropolitan Chicago

BOARD MEMBER

ASSOCIATE BOARD
Missy Perkins
Paint the City

Anna Del Castillo
Lulafit

Danielle Campbell
Salesforce

Shalonda Magness
Great Wolf Resorts, Inc.

Kasey Steward
McKinsey & Company

Lindsey Blessum
Dyson

Caroline Claxton
Meta 

Laura Sofia Cardoza
Breakout 

Roshni Shah
DePaul University 

Daniel Heiniger 
Chicago Public Schools

Melvin Mulanthara
Northern Trust Corporation 

Damiane Nickles
Apologue Cocktail Co.

Shalu Mirza
Bank of America

Tammy Slatinksy
Quirky Media

Alissa Marie Walkner
Northwestern University 

Pritzker School of Law 

UNITED IN PURPOSE

“I've seen The Simple
Good impact kids around
the globe through social
and emotional learning.
Beyond that, I think The

Simple Good impacts
people in their everyday

lives to recognize the small
things that matter to the

big picture.”

-Danielle Campbell, Saleforce
Associate Board Member
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How to Support TSG Youth
CONNECT

VOLUNTEER

FUNDRAISE

DONATE

Email: hi@thesimplegood.org 
Subscribe to our newsletter: thesimplegood.org
Talk with us on social media @thesimplegood

Host a Student Art Showcase and/or support our community events.
Contact: jessica@thesimplegood.org 

Help us grow the TSG movement by amplifying our fundraising. 
Contact: jessica@thesimplegood.org 

Your donation empowers the next generation of leaders!
Visit thesimplegood.org/donate to make a tax deductible donation or mail to:

PARTNER
Join us in partnership to deliver Art-based SEL.
Contact: jill@thesimplegood.org 

The Simple Good
954 W. Washington Blvd., Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60607

https://thesimplegood.kindful.com/

